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Objective. To determine whether national educational outcomes, course objectives, and classroom assessments for 2 therapeutics courses were aligned for curricular content and cognitive processes, and if they included higher-order thinking.

Method. Document analysis and student focus groups were used. Outcomes, objectives, and assessment tasks were matched for specific therapeutics content and cognitive processes. Anderson and Krathwohl’s Taxonomy was used to define higher-order thinking. Students discussed whether assessments tested objectives and described their thinking when responding to assessments.

Results. There were 7 outcomes, 31 objectives, and 412 assessment tasks. The alignment for content and cognitive processes was not satisfactory. Twelve students participated in the focus groups. Students thought more short-answer questions than multiple choice questions matched the objectives for content and required higher-order thinking.

Conclusion. The alignment analysis provided data that could be used to reveal and strengthen the enacted curriculum and improve student learning.
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INTRODUCTION
Institutions of higher education, including pharmacy institutions, strive to deliver effective instruction. Instructional objectives and assessments should be aligned and work seamlessly to promote high quality education and to support student learning.1-4 We describe alignment as “the degree to which expectations and assessments are in agreement and serve in conjunction with one another to guide the system toward students learning what is expected.”5 Course objectives set the expectations for students. If objectives and assessments are aligned, then students have the opportunity to learn and meet the expectations of the program.

Critical and higher-order thinking has been identified as an important goal of pharmacy education,6-8 and should be represented in course objectives. Critical thinking has been ranked among the top 5 attributes that pharmacists should demonstrate.9 Educational outcomes for entry-to-practice pharmacy programs in Canada indicate that critical thinking is important.3 Moreover, the professional practice of pharmacists involves problem solving and decision making, both of which require critical thinking. However, concerns exist that Canadian pharmacy students are not becoming critical thinkers.9-11 As a result, pharmacy schools identify the need to promote higher-order thinking as an essential part of their programs.7,12 For the purpose of this study, we considered higher-order and critical thinking to represent similar cognitive processes.

Evaluating alignment is one way to demonstrate the connection between outcomes and assessment and can improve the quality of the educational system.2,3,13 Opportunity to learn is increased for students when there is a match between the content and cognitive processes of course objectives and classroom assessments.2 To make valid inferences from assessment results, examinations must assess the achievement of the course objectives to indicate content and construct validity.14-17 Strong alignment neither causes nor guarantees improved achievement; however, it can provide evidence of content validity and contribute to accountability.1,18

According to Roach et al, “there is little clarity in terms of ‘how much’ alignment is adequate to facilitate learning and improved outcomes for students.”3 There is also lack of consistency in how alignment is measured, according to Webb et al.4 Choosing an alignment approach depends on the purpose for conducting the alignment and the feasibility of undertaking such a time-consuming task.2 Minimal research has been conducted on alignment methods for classroom assessments used in higher education.1,19 Alignment methods are generally classified as either ‘criterion referenced’ or ‘norm referenced.’2,19 Criterion referenced alignment occurs when the assessment is designed so that it measures the outcomes of the instructional objectives.2 One approach to criterion referenced alignment is the ‘rubric’ approach.19 Norm referenced alignment occurs when the assessment is based on the distribution of student performance.2,19
Alignment should be conducted for cognitive demand as well as content. Many frameworks categorize various aspects of thinking into lower and higher levels. To achieve the cognitive alignment, we chose Anderson and Krathwohl’s revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy. It is recommended as suitable for instruction and assessment with learners over the age of 16. The taxonomy has 6 cognitive levels, organized in a hierarchical order, from least to most complex: remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. The processes of apply, analyze, evaluate, and create are considered to be higher-order thinking.

The purpose of this study was to analyze the objectives and assessments tasks of 2 therapeutics courses in Newfoundland and Labrador to determine if they were aligned with (1) the Associations of Faculties of Pharmacies in Canada (AFPC) Educational Outcomes for First Professional Degree Programs in Pharmacy, (2) subject area content, and (3) cognitive processes, particularly higher-order thinking.

METHODS
To analyze the objectives and assessments for alignment, we used quantitative and qualitative methods (document analysis and focus groups, respectively). This research was reviewed and approved by Memorial University’s Health Research Ethics Authority Board. We analyzed objectives and assessments for 2 therapeutics courses. Each therapeutics course was 13 weeks in duration, with four 2-hour classes per week. Each course had a coordinator, multiple instructors, and was taught in sections. All assessments consisted of examinations with short-answer and multiple-choice tasks. Student responses to the examinations were not part of the data. The first author was a nonparticipant observer in the therapeutics courses, observing the instruction and interaction among the students. This author took field notes, recording the cognitive level of classroom activities and describing student involvement. These data helped to categorize the level of thinking required for objectives and assessments.

We used expert review and document analysis to compare breadth of content of the examination tasks to the objectives and to judge depth of thinking of the objectives and examination tasks. There is no recommended number of experts for conducting alignment analyses; however, as few as 2 experts have been used. Different types of experts have also been used. We used an assessment specialist, an experienced pharmacy professor, and a student who had specific knowledge of the objectives and assessment tasks after having recently completed the courses. Using 3 different types of experts strengthens validity evidence based on test content.

The alignment process consisted of 4 steps. First, we matched AFPC outcomes to the course objectives for content. We established which outcomes were represented in the course objectives and determined categorical concurrence, which is the extent to which the examinations included tasks that assessed the content of each objective. For example, we checked for assessment tasks that did not assess any objectives. Then, we determined range of knowledge correspondence, or the extent to which each course objective was assessed for content. In other words, we looked to see if any objectives were not assessed.

We then conducted depth of knowledge alignment to determine how well the cognitive levels of the assessment tasks matched the cognitive levels of the corresponding course objectives. The first author trained the other authors on how to complete the cognitive analysis. They each read the Anderson and Krathwohl Taxonomy and then each met with the first author to discuss the cognitive processes before analyzing the objectives and assessments. This training served to strengthen validity evidence based on response processes.

Course objectives were then independently analyzed to determine their cognitive levels. The authors compared similarities and discrepancies and, based on their discussion, made a final determination of the cognitive level of each objective. Assessment tasks were similarly analyzed. Finally, an analysis was conducted to determine if objectives and assessments that corresponded for content were matched for cognitive levels.

For the focus groups, we used purposeful sampling to recruit representative students in our pharmacy program to discuss the objectives and assessments. These students had all completed the first course in the previous semester and were near completion of the second course. We conducted semi-structured, 30-minute to 45-minute interviews with 12 volunteer students divided into focus groups of 3-4. The purpose was to determine whether the students thought the assessments matched the objectives for content, and to determine the thinking processes that students used to answer the assessment tasks (see focus group questions in Table 1). The focus groups were audio-recorded and reviewed several times. The discussions were transcribed and summarized, and copies of the transcripts and summaries were provided to the students to review, modify, and make additional comments. We coded the data and developed themes.
Table 1. Focus Group Questions and Tasks for Therapeutics Courses 1 and 2

Do you think the questions in the examinations represented what the course objectives indicated you would learn in the course? Give students examples from their examinations in the 2 courses and have them discuss how they approached answering the questions. Example prompts:

- What thinking did you use to answer the question? (if needed, use prompts such as remembering, reasoning, analyzing)
- Did the question require you to remember facts?
- Did the question require any other kinds of understanding, (eg, making connections)?
- Did you have to analyze or evaluate? Show me how you analyzed or evaluated when answering the question.
- Did you need the information provided in the case study questions to answer the questions?
- Were some types of questions more difficult or challenging to answer than others? What made them more difficult or challenging?
- Were you prepared to answer the questions? What affected how prepared you were?

The level of thinking required to achieve an outcome or respond to an assessment task may depend upon classroom instruction. Thus, multiple sources of information can result in the most valid, defensible classification of objectives.\(^1\) Hence, interviewing students to ascertain their views of whether the objectives and assessments were aligned, how they were taught, and the types of thinking they used to respond to the assessment tasks provided complementary qualitative data to strengthen our quantitative analysis.

**RESULTS**

The authors agreed 100% that stated course objectives matched AFPC Outcomes. There was 98.7% agreement among the raters with their analyses of the level of categorical concurrence and range of knowledge between course objectives and assessments.

The objectives were categorized for cognitive processes and the ratings were compared. We used Kendall’s tau-b rank correlation because even though the cognitive levels are hierarchical, the intervals between ratings lack quantitative meaning. The correlation between the raters was greater for the general categories of higher and lower order thinking than for the specific categories of the taxonomy. However, the correlation (the Kendall tau-b) was significant for both: \(\tau=0.647, p=0.01\) for the specific categories, which was considered good; and \(\tau=0.793, p=0.01\) for the general categories of higher-order and lower-order thinking, which was considered strong. The results provided a high reliability for the rating of the cognitive levels of the objectives. For the first course, data included 16 course objectives and 201 tasks from 8 examinations. For the second course, data included 15 course objectives and 211 tasks from 4 examinations. The majority of course objectives were matched for content to the AFPC Outcomes of Care Provider and Communicator (Table 2). For categorical concurrence, almost half of the assessment tasks (47.1%) were aligned with the Care Provider course objectives (41.9%), indicating strong alignment. However, overall categorical concurrence was not acceptable in that 50% of the assessment tasks were not matched to the course objectives. These assessment tasks were related to Care Provider and Scholar ideas (Table 2), but they did not correlate with objectives in the course syllabus.

As indicated above, Care Provider course objectives were assessed at an acceptable level. The AFPC Scholar category accounted for 6.5% of the objectives, which were assessed by 11.7% of the assessment tasks (Table 2). However, none of the remaining objectives had any matching assessment tasks. Thus, they were not formally assessed in the course examinations, and we did not conduct any further analyses with these objectives. We then matched cognitive levels of the assessment tasks to cognitive levels of the objectives. Care Provider and Scholar Objectives were selectively used for the cognitive alignment, as these were the only objectives that were formally assessed. Figure 1 indicates the cognitive levels of the objectives, most of which should have required higher-order thinking (86.7%). Table 3 indicates the cognitive levels of the examination tasks, with 33.7% of the tasks requiring higher-order thinking (139/412 tasks). This discrepancy in the results indicated that more assessment tasks requiring higher-order thinking were needed to assess the objectives.

Table 4 demonstrates the cognitive alignment of course objectives and their matching assessment tasks. The category of apply was the only level where the alignment was reasonably proportioned, with 28.2% of the assessment tasks and 20% of the objectives categorized at this level. There were no objectives at the remember level, yet more than half of the assessment tasks were categorized at this low cognitive level. The reverse was true for the highest cognitive levels. Two-thirds of the objectives were categorized at the highest levels of the taxonomy, namely analyze, evaluate, and create. Yet,
only 5.6% of the questions required this level of thinking. In general, the cognitive alignment of objectives and corresponding assessment tasks was less than satisfactory. The 12 students, 6 female and 6 male, were in their third year of the program and were 22-29 years of age. They were representative of students in the program, and in particular therapeutics classes, in terms of age and academic performance.

Several themes emerged, but 2 were particularly connected to the alignment between objectives and assessments. The first theme was related to content alignment. Students thought the short-answer tasks on the assessments reflected some of the objectives, but felt that many of the multiple-choice questions did not reflect objectives. All students agreed that most of the long answers were based on the objectives, but that multiple-choice questions could be vague and cover anything from the lecture. Students also thought the assessment tasks should have reflected the “important” concepts from the objectives, but thought that did not always happen.

The second theme represented the students’ perceptions of the assessment tasks’ cognitive levels. All students thought that some of the short-answer tasks required them to think at a higher level and apply what they learned, but that many of the multiple-choice questions were at the remember level. For example, one student commented, “I kind of like the short answer . . . style of questioning because it does allow you to apply what you’ve learned, you kind of apply it a little better than you would in a multiple choice, especially when you have to justify it, you’re using the information you learned and then you get to explain the reason why you chose something.” On the other hand, many students emphasized that a lot of the multiple choice questions were “pure memorization.”

In general, the student comments indicated that they thought objectives and assessment tasks should match for content, but they felt that this did not happen often, particularly for the multiple-choice questions. They also thought that while short-answer tasks sometimes required higher-order thinking, most multiple-choice questions required lower-order thinking. Students’ qualitative thoughts strengthened the quantitative alignment analysis by providing deeper understanding of the thinking they used to respond to the assessment tasks.

DISCUSSION

The alignment results did not support a strong claim of content validity for the assessments. Approximately half of the objectives had multiple matching assessment tasks; the other objectives were not assessed. Objectives should have at least 5-6 tasks to be sufficiently assessed. Only 5.6% of the questions required this level of thinking.

Table 2. Content Alignment of AFPC Outcomes and Course Objectives with Assessment Tasks in Therapeutics Courses 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFPC outcome</th>
<th>No. of Course Objectives</th>
<th>No. of Assessment Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Care Provider</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicator</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>48^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No AFPC Outcome Directly</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>206^c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aThe professional objective was not assessed in the examinations, but an independent activity outside of class time was completed by the students

36 of these questions assessed outcomes from both care provider and scholar. There were 12 questions that assessed scholar only.

^bThese questions aligned for content with specific lecture objectives, all of which directly related to Care Provider or Scholar AFPC Outcomes, but did not align with the course objectives.

^cThese questions aligned for content with specific lecture objectives, all of which directly related to Care Provider or Scholar AFPC Outcomes, but did not align with the course objectives.

**Figure 1. Numbers of care provider and scholar objectives at the cognitive levels of Anderson and Krathwohl Taxonomy**
associated with them, only the Care Provider and Scholar AFPC Outcomes were matched to these objectives. As a result, there were not many AFPC Outcomes assessed in the courses. As indicated in Table 2, the AFPC Outcomes of communicator, collaborator, manager, and advocate were not addressed in the assessments. This has implications for what students value as important learnings, in that students are known to think that what is assessed is what is important. Consequently, when course objectives reflect AFPC Outcomes that are neither taught nor assessed, students may think these particular outcomes are not important. Thus, changes were made to strengthen the alignment between course objectives and assessments.

When objectives with no matching assessment tasks were identified, class instruction was examined through discussion between the first and second authors. As a result, modifications were made to the courses for the next cohort of students. When it was agreed that objectives were neither taught nor assessed, then objectives thought not to be necessary were deleted, and when objectives were thought to be essential, instruction and assessments were modified. For example, one objective, “discussing the advocacy role of the pharmacist” was not part of instruction nor was it assessed. It was decided that this objective was not part of the intent of the course and it was deleted. However, a communicator objective, “presenting care plans,” was retained and a corresponding assessment task was developed for it.

Half of the assessment tasks did not assess any of the course objectives. How to address assessment tasks not aligned with content of the objectives was identified as a problem. We decided that if concepts were important enough to assess, then they should be included in course objectives. Thus, we modified the objectives for the next cohort of students. For example, many of the tasks that were about foundational knowledge at the remember level were identified as important by both the second author and the students. One objective that was added to match this expectation was that students should be able to “identify the causes, risk factors, signs, and symptoms of infectious, dermatological, and oncology disorders.”

Cognitive complexity is difficult to determine. Instructors develop assessment tasks, but not all students may think like the instructor when responding to the tasks. Students who have previous knowledge of concepts may not have to think as deeply as other students who are not as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examinations</th>
<th>No. of Questions</th>
<th>Lower-order Questions</th>
<th>Higher-order Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Remember</td>
<td>Understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1E1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1E2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1E3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1E4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1E5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1E6</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1E7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1E8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2E1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2E2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2E3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2E4</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Total</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Levels</th>
<th>% of Objectives</th>
<th>% of Assessment Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remember</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze/Evaluate/Create</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Lower-order</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Higher-order</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Lower-order refers to the cognitive levels of remember and understand
*Higher-order refers to the cognitive levels of apply, analyze/evaluate/create
familiar with the concepts. Also, students previously exposed to tasks that require complex thinking may start to find these types of tasks less demanding as they do more of them. Students responding to these complex tasks for the first time may have to think differently and use more analytical skills than students who are familiar with complex tasks. Thus, the cognitive complexity of tasks depends upon more than the wording of the task; it may also depend upon the students’ prior knowledge and background experience with completing these types of tasks.\textsuperscript{34} Listening to students in the focus groups describe the thinking they used when answering assessment tasks helped to determine the cognitive levels of some of the tasks and to increase the validity of our interpretations. The focus groups and discussions among the authors about cognitive complexity allowed us to arrive at a better understanding of the thinking required, and consensus was reached.

There are currently no criteria for determining what level of alignment is acceptable, and a perfect match between objectives and assessments is not necessary because assessments typically sample from the domain of interest.\textsuperscript{35} Complexity plays a role when assessment tasks match part of an objective and a decision has to be made about a match. For example, an objective in one of the courses required students to establish goals of therapy, assess alternatives, recommend therapeutic options, and determine monitoring parameters. We determined that an assessment task that asked students to decide on the goals of therapy for a case study would align with this objective for content, even though not all parts of the objective would be assessed.

Our conclusion about the cognitive alignment was similar to the content alignment: it was insufficient. There were no objectives at the lower level of remember, but 63.6\% of the assessment tasks required students to remember with no higher-order thinking involved. For higher-order thinking, 86.7\% of the objectives met this level of thinking, but only 33.8\% of the assessment tasks required higher-order thinking. As a result of our conclusions, we modified some of the assessment tasks to require higher-order thinking.

Critical thinking may not be a natural behavior, and students may need to be taught to think critically.\textsuperscript{36,37} If course objectives emphasize higher-order thinking and there is a strong alignment between objectives and assessments, students will have opportunities to develop these critical-thinking and higher-order thinking skills, which are considered essential for pharmacists.

Roach et al noted that there is little literature on the use of alignment research in the classroom, and no criterion for satisfactory alignment of objectives and assessments.\textsuperscript{3} However, our alignment procedures revealed a wide disparity between objectives and assessments for content and cognitive processes—a gap that concerned both students and instructors. Our work allowed us to conclude that changes were necessary to increase opportunities for students to become critical thinkers. We recommend that institutions use assessment data to make changes that will improve student learning.\textsuperscript{38} This study provides information that will enable instructors to make necessary changes in their objectives or assessments to provide students with increased opportunity to learn and to demonstrate their achievement. The instructors of the 2 therapeutics courses in this study indicated their willingness to use the results to help them examine what is important to teach and assess, and to implement changes in their objectives and assessments to improve student learning. As previously discussed, this has already begun.

One limitation of the study was that data came from only 2 courses at 1 school of pharmacy, and we could not generalize the results to the entire curriculum. However, by replicating the methods in other courses and programs, we could determine in those courses how often and to what degree alignment occurs. Moreover, this method could be used by other pharmacy schools regardless of curricular design or course content.

Another limitation might be that the qualitative component consisted of a small sample size. In qualitative research, sample size is dependent upon the purpose of the research and the questions asked.\textsuperscript{39,40} It is typical to include only a few individuals.\textsuperscript{26} Lincoln and Guba recommended that researchers should sample until saturation is reached.\textsuperscript{41} By the end of the focus groups using 12 students, no new ideas were emerging, so we decided that we had reached saturation. These students were representative of other pharmacy students in the program, so we did not think increasing the number of students would yield new information. Moreover, McLaughlin et al noted that in qualitative educational research in pharmacy, the participants are selected for “specific characteristics of interest,” and that generalization is not the responsibility of the researcher.\textsuperscript{42}

In this study, we supplemented document analysis with listening to students describe the thinking processes they used when responding to assessment tasks. Listening to students helped us categorize the cognitive levels. Alignment studies do not generally include student input.\textsuperscript{35} This qualitative component, therefore, added a new perspective to the literature on the cognitive aspect of alignment.

This study could be replicated in other courses in pharmacy education and other curricular areas of higher
education institutions. Instructors and those involved in curriculum development could use the results of the study and the process of alignment for professional development in higher education. Moreover, because curriculum for all pharmacy schools in Canada is modeled on the AFPC Educational Outcomes and critical thinking is one of the overarching competencies for entry-to-practice pharmacy students in Canada, the United States, and elsewhere, this study has the potential to reach beyond our school in Newfoundland and Labrador to national and international educational systems.

CONCLUSION

In order for the consequences of assessment to be valid, assessment tasks must be aligned with course objectives for content and cognitive processes. If pharmacy programs purport to teach national outcomes then course objectives need to reflect the national outcomes, and these outcomes must be assessed for both the content and the cognitive complexity of the national outcomes. Both of these conditions are necessary to make valid decisions about whether students have met the expectations of the national outcomes and whether they are prepared to be successful pharmacists.

Furthermore, if the expectation of national outcomes is that pharmacy students need to acquire critical-thinking skills, then instruction and assessment must work together to promote these higher-order thinking skills.
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